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• ABSTRACT
We present evidence for a relationship between two objective measures of the

information dynamics of music and points of structural importance in the music as

analysed by an expert musicologist. Our approach is motivated by ecological

validity: rather than taking musical stimuli and artificially simplifying them to make

their study tractable, we have sought and found music which is appropriate to our

study, We give a novel, detailed analysis of one piece, Glass' Gradus, and show

how the analysis corresponds with the information dynamics of the piece as heard.

To show that this correspondence generalises, at least to music in a similar style by

the same composer, we go on to analyse Glass' Two Pages. We suggest that this

research provides further evidence that information-dynamic modelling is a

worthwhile approach to the study of music cognition and also has the potential, if

automated, to be a powerful tool to increase objectivity in data-based music

analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of minimalist music poses unique challenges anslllg from the peculiar
characteristics of its subject. One such characteristic is the use of compositional

processes that are intended to be directly perceptible on the surface of minimalist

music and (often) uniquely to determine its interpretation. Bernard (19%) suggests

that, if there is nothing but surface, then there might seem to be little point in an

analyst hunting for more subtle structural interpretations which do not exist. Such
difficulties have proven significant barriers to development of general methods for

analysis of minimalist music.

We propose a new method for the study of minimalist music involving
quantitative analysis by a computational model of human musical pitch perception.
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Given the difficulties noted above, our method has several advantages: first, it

analyses only the information objectively available on the musical surface; and

second, it uses a validated, objective model of human perception to examine surface

processes intended to be directly perceived by listeners. Furthermore, in keeping with
common characteristics of minimalist music, the model we propose operates over

very simple representational primitives and is inherently dynamic in its mode of
operation. However, we suggest that our method is not limited to minimalist music,

and that more complete models of the information dynamics of music will, in future,
provide an opportunity for greater objectivity in the study of music of all kinds. The

current work constitutes merely an early step in this direction.
In the following sections we first outline our perceptual model and, in this

context, explain the methodology of our approach. Then we show how the model

can be used to predict the detailed structure of a musicological analysis of a piece of
music, Philip Glass' Gradus (1968): and to identify points in the music which, we

argue, constitute structural boundaries and other points of interest, and which

therefore constitute salient parts of the musical structure. We next demonstrate how
the same system (without ad hocre-configuration) predicts the structure of another

Glass piece, Two Pages (Glass, 1969), by comparison with section boundaries given

by the composer and two analysts. In conclusion, we argue that models such as that
presented here have the potential to form the basis of a more objective and therefore

more rigorous, approach to music analysis, which might also be partly automated.
It is important to note that, because we present this discussion from a music

analytic perspective, we do not apply rigorous behavioural verification to the outputs

of our model - to do so would be to miss the point of our work. Rather, the aim is

to refute or establish evidence for the utility of our model in the musicological
context. Further psychological validation is available elsewhere (Pearce & Wiggins,

2006; Huron, 2006) and this and neurophysiological validation will be the subject

of our future research, as will be the automation of the structure detection process.

2. AN INFORMATION-THEORETIC MODEL OF MUSIC PERCEPTION

The foundations of modern information theory were laid down by Hartley (1928)

although it was to be twenty years before the first significant developments in the

field were made with the publication of Claude Shannon's seminal paper on a

mathematical theory ofcommunication (Shannon, 1948). This work inspired a wave
of interest throughout the 1950s in applying information-theoretic models to a

number of fields ranging from psychology (e.g., Attneave, 1959) to computational

linguistics (e.g., Shannon, 1951). It is interesting to note that the new methods were

applied to music as early as 1955 (Cohen, 1962). Of particular relevance to music
scholars was that portion of the theory that pertains to discrete noiseless systems and,

in particular, the representation of such systems as stochastic Markov sources, the use
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of n-grams to estimate the statistical structure of the source and the development of
entropy as a quantitative measure of the uncertainty of the source, Inspired perhaps

by the use of entropy to estimate the fundamental uncertainty of printed English
(Shannon, 1948, 1951), researchers used information-theoretic concepts and methods

throughout the 1950s and 60s both to analyse music (Cohen, 1962; Meyer, 1957)
and to generate new compositions (e.g., Brooks Jr. et al., 1957; Hiller & Isaacson,
1959; Pinkerton, 1956). In this review, we focus on the use of information-theoretic

methods in quantitative analyses of music referring the reader to existing reviews of

synthetic and compositional applications (Ames, 1987, 1989; Cohen, 1962; Hiller,

1970).
In one of the first such studies, Pinkerton (1956) computed a monogram

distribution of diatonic scale degrees in a corpus of 39 monodic nursery rhymes
yielding a redundancy estimate of 9%. Following a similar approach, Youngblood

(1958) examined the entropy of two different musical styles: first, 20 songs in a
major key from the Romantic period (composed by Schubert, Mendelssohn and

Schumann); and second, a corpus of Gregorian chant. Zeroth- and first-order

distributions ofchromatic scale degrees were computed from these corpora; the latter
exhibited much higher redundancy than the former, indicating that the pitch of a
note is highly constrained by knowing the pitch of the previous note. Furthermore,

while redundancy differed little between the three Romantic composers, the overall

redundancy of this corpus was lower than that of the Gregorian chant.
More detailed information-theoretic studies of musical style were conducted

under the supervision of Lejaren Hiller at the University of Illinois. Hiller and Bean
(1966), for example, examined four sonatas composed by Mozart, Beethoven, Berg

and Hindernith respectively. Each sonata was segmented analytically and monogram

distributions ofchromatic pitch classes were computed for each segment. The results
indicated that average entropy increases (and redundancy decreases) from the Mozart
to the Beethoven example, from the Beethoven to the Hindernith example and from

the Hindemith to the Berg. Other stylistic differences emerged from more detailed
comparisons of the entropy and redundancy figures for individual segments. Hiller

and Fuller (1967) extended this approach in an analysis of Webern's symphony

(Op, 21) in two directions: first, they computed first - and second - as well as
zeroth-order entropy estimates (notes occurring simultaneously were flattened

in order of pitch height); and second, they examined intervallic and rhythmic

representations as well as pitch. The symphony was divided into three sections
(exposition, development and recapitulation) each ofwhich was examined separately.

Hiller and Fuller were able to relate differences in entropy and redundancy between
the three sections to differences in structural complexity of the musical features

examined. However, the study also highlighted the effects of sample size on the

reliability of estimated probabilities as well as the effects of alphabet size on the
generality of the estimates.

These early studies may be criticised on several grounds, the first ofwhich relates
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to the manner in which probabilities are estimated from the samples of music
(Cohen, 1962). It is generally assumed that a distribution estimated from a sample
of music constitutes an accurate reflection of a listener's perception of the sample.
However a listener's perception (e.g., of the first note in the sample) cannot be
influenced by music the listener has not yet heard (e.g., the last note in the sample)
and their state of knowledge and expectation will change dynamically as each note
in the music is experienced (Meyer, 1957). In order to address concerns such as
these, Coons and Kraehenbuehl developed a system of calculating dynamic measures
of information (predictive failure) in a sequence (Coons & Kraehenbuehl, 1958;
Kraehenbuehl & Coons, 1959). However, it remains unclear whether the method
could be computationally implemented and its application generalised beyond the
simple examples given. Furthermore, like the studies reviewed above, the method
fails to reflect the fact that a listener hears a piece of music in the context ofextensive
experience of listening to other pieces of music (Cohen, 1962).

A second criticism of these early studies is that they are generally limited to low
fixed-order estimates of probability and therefore do not take full advantage of the
statistical structure of music. A final criticism relates to the representation of music
(Cohen, 1962). With the exception of that of Hiller and Fuller (1967), all of these
studies focused exclusively on simple representations of pitch ignoring other features
or dimensions of the musical surface and interactions between these dimensions.
Even Hiller and Fuller (1967) had to consider each dimension separately since they
had no way of combining information derived from different features.

The use of information-theoretic concepts and methods in psychology lost favour
during the so-called "cognitive revolution" of the late 1950s and early 1960s that saw
the end of behaviourism and the birth of artificial intelligence and cognitive science
(Miller, 2003). This loss of favour was based partly on objective inadequacies of
Markov chains as models of psychological representations and oflanguage in particular
(Chomsky, 1957). However, it seems likely that it was also due, in part, to an
arbitrary association of information-theoretic analysis with behaviourism and to the
fact that corpus size and the complexity ofstatistical analyses were necessarily limited
by the processing power of the computers available. Nonetheless, the knowledge
engineering approach to examining mental representations and processes became the
dominant paradigm in cognitive science until the 1980s when a resurgence of
interest in connectionist modelling (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) stimulated a
renewed emphasis on learning and the statistical structure of the environment. These
trends in cognitive-scientific research had a knock-on effect in music research.

Connectionist models of musical structure and music perception began to be
examined in the late 1980s (Bharucha, 1987; Desain & Honing, 1989; Todd, 1988).
However, with a handful of isolated exceptions (e.g., Baffioni et al., 1984; Coffman,
1992; Knopoff & Hutchinson, 1981, 1983; Snyder, 1990), it was not until the mid
1990s that information-theoretic methods and statistical analyses again began to be
applied to music (Conklin & Witten, 1995; Dubnov et al., 1998; Hall & Smith,
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1996; Ponsford et al., 1999; Reis, 1999; Trivifio- Rodriguez & Morales-Bueno,
2001). Instrumental in this regard was the fact that many of the limitations of the
early efforts were addressed by Darrell Conklin's development of sophisticated
statistical models of musical structure (Conklin, 1990; Conklin & Cleary, 1988;
Conklin & Witten, 1995).

In particular, the predictive systems developed by Conklin consist of a long-term
component that is derived from a large corpus of music and a short-term component
that is constructed dynamically for each musical work: the estimated probability of
a given event at a given point in the work reflects the combined action of these two
models. Furthermore, each model uses n-grams of a number of different orders up
to a global bound in computing its probability estimates. In more recent work, the
maximum order is allowed to vary depending on the context (Pearce & Wiggins,
2004). Finally, the system can compute distinct probability distributions for
different features or dimensions of the musical surface, weight them according to
their relative entropy, and combine them, to arrive at a final probability estimate in
a given context. Various kinds of interaction between different features can be
explicitly represented and exploited in estimating probabilities.

Pearce and Wiggins (2006) evaluate a statistical model of musical pitch perception
which predicts the expectation generated by monodic tonal melodies; its theoretical
roots are in the work of Narmour (1990) and it is based in practice on that of
Conklin and Witten (1995). The expectancy model, which is illustrated in Figure 1,
is built from two memory models, one short-term memory (STM) and one long
term (LTM).

Note
data

8TM
(thispiece)

LTM
(all pieces)

Entropy --.."Uncertainty

Information
Content .. "Unexpectedness"

Figure 1.

Our development of Pearce's (2005) cognitive model.

Each model takes as its musical surface (Jackendoff, 1987; Wiggins, 2007a)
sequences of musical events (in this case, notes as written in the score, and not as
performed - see Wiggins, 2007b), defined in terms ofproperties such as onset time,
pitch, duration and key.The representation scheme can also express derived features
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(such as pitch interval) and interactions between features (denoted by Q9). Here, we

use three pitch-based features: chromatic pitch (Pitch); chromatic pitch inrerval

(Interval) and chromatic scale degree (ScaleDegree); and a feature representing the
interaction of pitch interval and scale degree (Interval Q9 ScaleDegree). In addition,

the feature Rest represents a rest preceding an event and admits the expression of

interactions between the three pitch-based features described above and temporal
structure in Gradus.

The two models are able to combine predictions derived from a number of

differenr representations into a single distribution over some basic feature space:
Pitch in the currenr research. They do not differ in their internal operation, but in

their exposute to the data from which they learn. The LTM is trained, prior to
listening simulation, on a database ofabout 900 tonal melodies (Pearce and Wiggins,

2006), and mayor may not learn from the current piece of music, depending on
parametric settings. The STM, conversely, has no prior knowledge and learns

dynamically, only from the current piece of music. Thus, the LTM is representative
of "typical Western musical experience" and the STM of "on-going listening to

unknown music". We expect, therefore, that the LTM will contain a broad model of

tonal melody, derived by generalisation from its training melodies, while the STM
will be very specific to whichever piece is currently being exposed to it; the current

studies support these expectations. Pearce and Wiggins (2006) re-analyse behavioural
data collected by Cuddy and Lunny (1995), Schellenberg (1996) and Manzara et al.

(1992), demonstrating that the statistical model predicts the expectations of listeners

in a variety of musical contexts significantly better than the two-factor model of

Schellenberg (1997).
Armed with our empirically validated statistical model of melodic expectation,

we apply information-theoretic principles (Shannon, 1948) to its output. We appeal
to two concepts from information theory: first, information content, which measures
the amount of effort (literally, the number of binary digits) needed to transmit a

piece of information from an originator to a receiver, given a known, shared context;

and second, entropy, which, by analogy with thermodynamic enrropy, measures the

amount ofdisorder in a signal (or, more positively, the inverse of the degree to which

it is structured). Here, the shared context is a model of typical implicit musical
knowledge (the LTM). The information content corresponds with unexpectedness of

a particular outcome. Entropy, on the other hand, corresponds intuitively with

uncertainty or weakness of expectation about an outcome - that is, low entropy
implies a strong certainty of what the outcome will be. Both measures are expressed

in terms of the number of bits required to transmit information.

We emphasize that our model uses no domain-specific, programmed rules: we
have explicitly modelled pitch, time and key and their mathematical derivatives as

our musical surface (Wiggins, 2007a, b), but no knowledge of musical structure (i.e.,

time-sequential relationships between evenrs on the surface) is programmed into the
model. Therefore, all the model's knowledge of musical structure, and hence its
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expectations, are derived through statistical induction of regularities in the data with

which it is trained. For this reason, we claim, this model may be an explanatory

theory (in the sense of Wiggins, 2007b) underlying such descriptive theories as the
Gestalt Principles (Pearce & Wiggins, 2006).

3. METHODOLOGY

The method we have adopted in this study is different from the usual
psychological route. Rather than resorting to behavioural studies of significant

numbers of human subjects, to supply evidence or otherwise of cognitive validity, we

compare the predictions of our model with the independently produced analyses of

the first author, who is an expert analyst of minimalist music (Potter, 2000), to

evaluate the musicalrelevance of measures based on the model's output. We suggest

that this is an appropriate approach because the basis of our model has already been
validated in the cognitive context (Pearce & Wiggins, 2006; Huron, 2006). Of

course, it might be argued anyway that music analysis actually summarizes the

perceptions of many listeners; however, we make no such assumptions here: we are
interested in the music-analytic results themselves, and in their relationships with

our model's predictions. If the relationships are strong, then our method may be

useful for music analysis; further, a successful explanatory theory of that analysis will

help us understand the relationship between music analysis and cognition, and

ultimately, to build tools to assist music analysts.

The focus on pitch in the analysis of Gradus, below, and the approach to the
discussion of Two Pages, may appear to prioritise this parameter to the exclusion of

aspects of, notably, rhythm that will inevitably contribute significantly to any

listener's perception of this, or any other music, including the interactions between

these parameters. It seems appropriate to conclude, however, that the highly

reductive approach taken to rhythmic structure by Glass in these compositions may

tend to minimise the degree of unpredictability and variability inevitably involved in
all musical experience. The focus on pattern making within very limited tonal/modal

confines leads to musical consequences that might still be experienced somewhat
differently by different listeners, and indeed by the same listener on different

hearings. It nevertheless produces a situation in which there is likely to be a higher

degree of convergence than usual between different kinds of reactions to a musical

object: both between analytical and other kinds of listening, and between a listener

and the computer model considered here. This itself, however, needs testing via

further research and forms a natural part of our ongoing project.
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4. METHOD

4.1. FEATURE SELECTION

As discussed above, the model is capable of drawing together inferences made over

multiple representations derived from the musical surface. This raises the question of

choosing features that yield the richest structural representations of the works analysed
here. In order to address this issue, we have selected sets of features that maximise the

overall predictability (equivalent in practice to minimising the average information

content) of each work as seen by the model. This was achieved by running a forward

stepwise selection algorithm (Aha & Bankert, 1996; Kohavi & John, 1996; Blum &
Langley, 1997) which, given an empty set of features, considers on each iteration all

single feature additions and deletions from the current feature set, selecting the
addition or (preferably) deletion that yields the most improvement in the performance

metric, terminating when no such addition or deletion yields an improvement.

4.2. INFORMATION DYNAMICS

We are interested in the Information Dynamics - the changes in information

content and entropy - of our model as it simulates musical listening. We

hypothesise that (changes in) these measures will correlate with musically significant

events, and we attempt to refute this hypothesis by comparing our measures with
composers' perceptually relevant score annotations and our independent analyses.

As well as considering the changes in information content event-wise, throughout

a piece of music, we can consider the average information content across the piece as

a measure of the degree to which it is structured (perhaps what an analyst would call
"rigour"). So we hypothesise that a strictly formal, systematic piece would have a

lower average information content (i.e., it would be more structured) than an

unsystematic piece. This is another means by which we attempt to refute a
connection between our model's output and the musicological analysis.

4.3. SEGMENTATION

Musical segmentation is a common goal in music-cognitive theory and simulation

(e.g., Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Cambouropoulos, 1996; Wiggins, 2007b). Our

model can predict both large-scale and small-scale boundaries in music; here we

discuss just the larger scale structural boundaries in detail- essentially, those which
are not musically moot points - and attempt to refute the predictions of our model

by comparing them with those of two music analysts (York, 1981; Potter, 2000) and

the composer's scores. However, it will become clear that many of the points of

interest identified in the detailed analysis of Gradus, below, correspond broadly with

change-points of different kinds in the information-theoretic measures; as such, the

predictions of our model concern not only segmentation, but also more subtle
changes in the music. However, further research is needed before strong claims can

be made about these phenomena.
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Our prediction of large-scale structure works by looking for relatively large,
simultaneous, positive change-points in the information content and entropy of the

music. This is predicated on the notion of closure as described by Narmour (1990)
and others: as a section, phrase, or other structure draws to an end, the music
becomes less unexpected (i.e., information content decreases) and predictions that

can be made about it become more certain (i.e., entropy decreases). In contrast,
when a new section starts, there is little expectation (about its content), so

information content rises; correspondingly it becomes more difficult to predict the

up-coming structure, so entropy increases as well.
When estimating the relative size of the predicted boundaries, there are three

factors to consider, which we explain here in terms of the graphs (Figures 9, 10 and

13). First, the depth, relative to the surrounding values, of the positive-going minimal

change-points in the graphs, whose minimum is at the predicted boundary, which
indicates the magnitude of the boundary; second, the gradient of the graphs

immediately following the change, which must be large relative to surrounding
values; and third, the length of the rising edge, since a long rising edge denotes a

sustained (i.e., not temporary) change. These rules are currently not automated, but

applied by eye and hand: the aim here is to explore their applicability in general, as
compared with our musicological analysis, using the most intelligent visualisation
tool available - the human eye. Automation of the rules, which requires altogether

more precise mathematical detail, will be the focus of future work.

4.4. MINIMALIST MUSIC

There are three reasons for choosing minimalist music for this research. One, simply,
is that there is relatively little analysis of minimalist music in the literature, and so a

useful contribution can be made directly by supplying the first-published detailed

analysis of Gradus, one of the pieces considered here. Another arises from Bernard's
(1996) point about the nature of minimalist analysis, to which we refer above: if

there is no deep structure in minimalist music, then the question is begged "what
makes it music?" - perhaps a cognitive-modelling approach can begin to answer

this, since public response suggests that minimalism does indeed constitute "music"
for many listeners. Finally, minimalist music, due to its very nature, reduces the

possible sources of musical variation, allowing for a tightly controlled study without

sacrificing ecological validity by using artificial stimuli, as often happens in studies

of music perception.

5. PHILIP GLASS' GRADUS

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Our first case study is Philip Glass' Gradus (1968). Gradus was written for the

saxophonist Jon Gibson (and is sometimes referred to under the title for Jon Gibson
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in consequence). It is monodic and isochronous, though it does include rests,
presumably partly because a saxophonist needs to breathe. The piece, while clearly
minimalist, and clearly in the style of its composer, is not systematic; most of Glass'
music of the late 1960s and early 1970s was composed according to strict procedures
that were rigorously observed (Potter, 2000, p. 280). An incipit excerpt is given in
Figure 2.

Figure 2.

Incipit of Gradus (Glass, 1968).

The piece is readily amenable to many extant computational techniques for
analysis, which we defer for future work; instead, we focus first on a detailed tonal,
listening-based analysis of the piece (which, broadly, may be heard as an extended
perfect cadence), by our expert musicologist. In this analysis, we mark references to
bar numbers identified as points of significance by our model with square brackets,
like this: [45]. We use this notation strictly: if our analyst refers to a point, which is
subsequently discussed as the end-point of a range, we write, for example, [34]-75;
on the other hand, if the analyst refers to a range himself, we write [34-75]. These
points are then marked in the same notation in Figures 8 and 9, and we explain
the figures in the subsequent subsection. We emphasize that these connections are
identified, and the markings added, post hoc to an expert analysis produced
independently from the model's output.

It should be noted that the point here is not to validate our perceptual model in
terms of the expert analysis. The model has already been validated elsewhere (Pearce
& Wiggins, 2006). The aim here, rather, is to explore the relationships between more
abstract, information-dynamic properties of the model and our analyst's reasoning.

5.2. ANALYSIS

5.2.1. Part I
The initial pitch-class gamut of Gradus consists of just four pitch classes - A, B, 0
and E - with A also repeated an octave higher. This can be interpreted as close to a
pentatonic scale (only F is missing). But the important thing is that this gamut of
two whole tones separated by a minor third, while clearly articulating a kind of"soft"
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modality, is largely dependent on its articulation - via melodic outline and, III

particular, via rhythm and phrasing - to achieve any recognisable tonic.

42

'#jf dIE 7 F~ 7 A 7 B titBgg} i E 7 a~
Figure 3.

Bars 41-42 of Gradus, showing the boundary change from strong scalic structure to a new

configuration.

A is immediately prominent, being also the lowest and highest notes heard until
a low G is introduced in bar [42] (Figure 3). Yet the dominance of A is, familiarly,
often interpretable by the listener as having a dominant quality relative to D. For
example, the constantly repeated sub-unit, ABD (first occurring as a separate sub
unit as early as bar 1), is readily heard as v-vi-i in, or on, D. D, supported and
emphasized by irs dominant, A, is thus already perceivable as the putative focus of
the work's early stages, and arguably suggestive of the music's ultimate goal. Yet the
lack of any semitones at all in the work's first twenty bars renders any such modal
focus ambiguous and somewhat provisional.

The introduction of C#, providing a (semitonal) leading note to the tonic of D,
only occurs, as suggested above, in bar [21]. Before that, the original four-pitch
gamut is expanded to five pitches by the addition ofG in bar [4]. This new pitch is
readily incorporated into the "early stages" of attempting to identify Gradus'
material, pitch operation and process: modally, G is iv ofD, thus enhancing both the
dominant quality of A and the tonicisation of D.

It is worth drawing attention here to the general matter of how the unfolding
articulation of pitches and rhythms in Gradus contributes to the listener's sense of
modal or tonal focus. To give just a single example: once the pitch G is added, it is
used to articulate a potential "dominant seventh" quality to the modal mix around
D. A good example would be in bars [6 and 7], in which can be noted the gradual
detachment of G from its initial function as merely part of the rising sequence from
A to high A, towards a first exploration of the role of G in arpeggiated sequences
emphasizing A, E and G. If it is D, and not yet C#, that here helps fill out these
further forays into the area of arpeggiation as opposed to scalic patterns (the
suggestion of arpeggiation had arguably begun as early as bar 2), then that only
draws attention to the subtlety with which the move towards greater modal/tonal
clarity is achieved in Gradus.
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C# is eventually reached, as indicated above, in bar [21]. Its potential leading
note status is immediately emphasized by the incorporation of C# into rising,
essentially scalic patterns that emerge as a natural consequence not only of the
general trend but also of the preceding bar [20]. Aswith AB earlier on, C#Ds quickly
detach from time to time from the broader upward movement surrounding it. And
the feeling of a first-inversion dominant-seventh chord on A is already quite strong
in bars [21-23].

Figure 4.

Bars 65-66 of Gradus, showing the boundary between Parts I and II.

Since the basic building blocks of Gradus are now firmly in place, and no further
new pitch class is introduced until the F# which announces the arrival of Part II of
the work (bar [66]), let us make a few observations on two matters which seem
significant here. The first is the gradual expansion of pitch register. With six pitch
classes (ABC#DEG) now in play, attention focuses on the way in which registral
expansion builds on the gamut, C#-A, the focus of bars [21 and 22]: first re
establishing the full octave, A-A, then expanding outwards from this in both
directions. There is in fact quite soon an expansion downwards to B (in bar 23), then

to the original low A (bar [26]) though one short passage (the second half of bar [33]
and the whole of bar 34) reverts to B. The original A-A register is emphasized by the
way in which, for the first time in the piece, more than a single quaver rest is inserted
within an individual pattern, and this is the second matter to which reference was
made above. One should not make too much of its first occurrence, at bar [28], on
account of the fact that it has been difficult from the piece's outset to distinguish
clearly between patterns as indicated in the notation. Yet the fragmentation at which
it hints is then taken much further from bars [35-37], where rests intervene further
to break up the line (Figure 5).

Though longer sequences soon disrupt this tendency, the effect is clear, and it
helps to articulate and mould the listener's approach to pitch focus. The dominance
ofsimple rising patterns, without descending detours, from near the start of bar [31],
is emphasized by such fragmentation. So is their assertion of A7, itself also increased
by the way in which these rising patterns flip back from high G to low A. Such
deployment of rests can also, perhaps paradoxically, help to make the patterns sound
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Figure 5,

Bars 34-35 of Gradus, showing a change from sca/ic to more fragmented structure.

more regular. When they do this, as for instance in bars 35-37, they actually make
the flow of the music easier to digest and recall.

The first move outside the A-A frame occurs with the descent to low G at the
start of bar [42]. The registral frame now shrinks for a while to G-E, and the
consequence is to increase the tension but, if anything, to assert A7 still more firmly.
Upward registral expansion occurs (progressively via G and A to the new high note B
at bar 60), as well as several examples of contraction supplying at least a local level
of tension. In the course of this, A7 achieves a tare moment of unadultered focus via
fourteen consecutive notes in bar [47]. Yet the anticipated descent from iv to iii in

o is delayed all the way to the beginning of Part II.
With the return of high A, in particular (most prominently from bar [50]),

high Gs and As become audibly detachable from the melodic line, as they are subject
to a modest degree of repetition. More obvious, partly due to being more prolonged,
is the contraction of register from bar [53] onwards, continuing the suggestion of iv
i in D. The registral expansion upwards is swift, however: firstly to E (end of
bar [53]), then all the way to A (towards the end of bar [56]). In bar [58], expansion
downwards to G once more sees a low G to high A range with the now characteristic
GA emphasis on top, followed by a brief shrinkage down to G- 0 at the end of

bar [59], before the next expansion upwards, to B. With GAB sequences now
prominent at the top of the registral span of a major tenth, the descent to F# in
Part II is prepared with something of a flourish.

5.2.2. PartII
Part II is close to just one third the length of the whole piece. It continues the basic
strategies already described for Part 1, extending the pitch range further to achieve a
total span ofa perfect twelfth (low F#-high C#); but also introducing a new strategy,
that of consecutive repeated notes on the same pitch, which will ultimately unravel

the previous scalic-based strategies and conclude the piece. Further advantage is also
taken of the ambiguities inherent in the pitch gamut deployed in Gradus to tease the
listener with the possibility of a tonal resolution that is only, ultimately, half
delivered: via its dominant - the favoured modal strategy of Gradus as a whole.

Having accomplished the descent to low F#, Part II initially contracts to spans of
no more than a major sixth for any individual pattern, with the highest note for
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bars [66]-67 being E, and for bars [68]-[70], D. Perfect fifths and perfect fourths are,
indeed, much more common than sixths, and soon, at bar [68], the span shrinks to
a perfect fourth (F#-B). The effect of these shorter scalic patterns, contrary to the
effect achieved by the gapped pentatonic scale of the work's opening, is to focus more
clearly on particular pitch centres, especially those clarifying the 0 major that had
been the more implicit modality of Part I.

But Part II indulges in no simple and explicit insistence on, or final celebration
of 0 major as the tonic key; or at least not without teasing the listener along the
way. When the focus shifts to G, for example, the largely triadic bars [69-75] prolong
this territory for a length of time that is surprising and disruptive in this context. The
high A that is inserted into the G#7 iterations (G major plus its leading note) from
the end of bar 74 [74-75] only lead to a rerurn of scalic patterns at bar [76], where
it is the reoccurrence of C# that causes the move back to a D-major emphasis. The
rerurn of high B in bar [78] continues not only the gradual extension upwards of the
scalic patterns brought back with the previous re-arrival of A, but also a progression
of the highest note in Part II from C# and 0 (bar [66]) to E (bar 67) and, in
particular, G (bar [71]; this is played our via the G-major triads, not the scalic
patterns [71-74]). And while 0 major is rearticulared with abundant clarity at the
start of bar [83], following the increasing (and actually quite systematic) unravelling
of low F# to either high A or high B patterns over the course of bars [78-82]
(Figure 6), a G-major flavour insinuates itself almost immediately: the GAB
sequences in bars [83-85] are offered in both the lower and high octaves, playing iv
v-vi in 0 major but appearing sufficiently often, and in sufficiently fragmented
form, to draw attention to themselves in their own right, as it were.

~ ,,---.... ,.....~ ,....--:; ,.....~ ~~

i~t B FFFr r t & 7 aCRE r F j & B (r ea r 1# 7 I
83 ,.....

~&"tf

Figure 6.

Bars 82-83 of Gradus, showing the third large boundary change from scalic to more fragmented

structure.

With the final extension to high C# from bar [87], the range now reaches its
maximum size, an F#-C# perfect rwelfth. Its full articulation proves sufficiently long
to require the spilling our of the 32-quaver bar lengths over into successive bars, as
it expands. (Such "spillage" had already occurred as early as bar [69], in Part I.) The
more continuous quaver movement combines with the fact that almost all patterns
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not commencing on low F# start on C# to reinforce F# and A as possible alternative
focal pitches to 0, even as F# and A could be argued to reinforce its centrality
triadically.

Figure 7.

Bars93-95 of Gradus, showing the full range of the piece, and the boundary (in the middle of

bar [94]) to the "coda".

Before the arrival of repeated notes on the same pitch, 0 major makes a clear
return to unambiguous focus (in bar [92]), via a clutch of leading-note/dominant
seventh emphases homing in progressively on the tonic. High G and A are the only
two pitches to "silt up" in this fashion through immediate repetition (bar [94];
Figure 7); the context in which this is initially done instantly suggests iv-v in
o major. The gradual process whereby such repetition spreads out, like a virus,
eventually to take over the final five bars of Gradus entirely, is an interesting one
which should be explored on rhythmic and systematic levels as well as the
tonal/modal one. Suffice it to say here that the earlier tendency towards low C# as
the main alternative to low F# as the starting point of the rising sequences is now
embraced enthusiastically and comprehensively from bar [90] onwards.

5.2.3. Conclusions of the tonal analysis
The overall progression of Gradus can be described as a move from the initial four
pitch classes, ABDE, quickly to five pitch classes (+ G, from bar [4]), and then, at a
more leisurely pace, to six (+ C#, initially from bar [21]), and finally seven (+ F#,
from the beginning of Part II at bar [66]). This is an expansion from an ambiguous,
basically pentatonic, scale, ABDEG, to a seven-note diatonic sequence, F#GABC#DE,

the articulation of which most readily suggests a D-major scale.
This progression is, however, complicated by a number of factors in addition to

the changing extent of registral repetition of pitch classes. The most important is the
way in which contraction as well as expansion, both of the number of pitch classes
in play and of the overall number of different notes, permits local explorations of
different parts of the total gamut. For example, C# first appears in bar [21] as part
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of a five-pitch gamut rather different from that of the piece's opening (C#DEGA),
and only from bar [23] as part of the six-pitch gamut, BC#DEGA.

It is partly via this means that Glass plays with the listener's expectations as far as
pitch centres are concerned. Such toying with the listener's attempts to make sense

of the pitch progressions in Gradus also includes the tantalising deployment of the
repeated notes which increasingly dominate its final pages.

Resolving firmly onto 0 itselfwould arguably have been crass in a modal context
such as the one Gradus creates. Yet the expansion of the pitch range upwards to C#
and downwards to F# implies a final resolution on 0 that is never in fact delivered.
The only two pitches selected for repeated treatment, G and A, offer iv and v in 0
major, but not the tonic of D itself. Coming as it does at the work's end, this gambit
is perhaps the most telling as well as most extended example of Glass' rather subtle
engagement of the interface between a modality sufficiently ambiguous to allow
constantly shifting pitch perspectives, and one rooted in a familiar diatonic scale
sufficiently inflected by repetition on a variety oflevels to insinuate the more focused
perspective suggested by invoking the term tonality.

Figure 8 summarizes some of the significant features of the pitch organisation of
Gradus, as recounted here.

IIR k ;r I, ~ n~ 0 #~
[§J "e

I --l

Figure 8.

Summary of the analysis of Gradus. The symbols are as follows: open notehead = initial gamut;

filled notehead = gradual expansions of initial gamut; notehead in square = tonic and dominant

pitches; notehead in circle = contiguously repeating notes; horizontal bracket = significant

registral span.

5.3. INFORMATION DYNAMICS OF GRADUS

Now we discuss the information dynamics of our model, as it simulates listening to

Gradus in the context of the above analysis. First, we consider the outputs of our
Short-Term Memory (STM) model, shown in Figure 9. Using the STM alone, the
best-performing feature set (see "Fe-ature Selection", above) contained Interval ®
Rest, Pitch, Interval, Pitch ® Rest and Interval ® ScaleDegree, yielding a mean
information content of 1.56 bits per event. Recall that this model is untrained, and

therefore contains only knowledge of local structure in the piece, learned
dynamically as the music proceeds. This knowledge is expressed in terms of the
selected features. Selection of these viewpoints suggests that tonal function (which
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intervals, and where in the scale) is important as well as the articulation implied by

the presence of the rests in the piece.
The figure shows both our measures: the solid line is entropy; the dotted line is

information content. The vertical rules drawn at regular intervals along the graph
denote "bar" lines in the score; the x-axis is time expressed in quavers.

To read the graph, it is important to understand that both measures are smoothed
with a sliding window, 64 events (2 bars) wide; otherwise, the local jaggedness of the

graph would make the effects we are studying very hard to see. At each point on the

graph, the value shown is a simple average of the 64 events up to and including the
event at that point. Therefore, a sharp change (especially a change of sign) in the
gradient of the graph denotes a step change in the local mean value of the data. A

steep gradient after such a change point indicates a large change in the mean value
at that point. We focus on the temporal location of these change points: we wish to

explore correlation between them and our independent analysis.
Globally, the STM information content is generally lower than the entropy,

which means that the model is doing relatively well at predicting what comes next at

each stage. This gives us a measure of the internal coherence of the piece: there is

some coherence, but nothing like the systematic coherence of Two Pages (see below).
The LTM model, shown in Figure 10, on the other hand, does relatively poorly

at predicting: 3.35 bits per event, and information content is consistently higher
than entropy. Automatic feature selection for the LTM yields poorer prediction

performance than the STM using a best-performing feature set consisting of
ScaleDegree (8) Rest, Interval (8) ScaleDegree, ScaleDegree and Pitch (8) Rest.

Apart from the features in common between the two optimal feature sets, the set

selected for the STM exhibits a greater emphasis on local melodic structure (Interval,

Interval (8) Rest), while that selected for the LTM shows a tendency towards tonal
melodic structure (ScaleDegree, ScaleDegree (8) Rest).

Notwithstanding the relatively poor prediction performance, there are still

interesting change-points in the LTM model, and these are marked, in the same way
as before, in Figure 10. A particular area of interest here is the relatively low

information content in bars 33-42 and bars 57-68. The first of these is a combination
of two effects: in [35-38] the frequency of rests increases dramatically, so the rather

non-melodic, arpeggiated quality of the piece breaks down; in the bars before and
after, on the other hand, there is strongly scalic writing. The second, 57-68 is an area

of purely scalic writing, which gives rise to much higher predictability, though still
being not conventionally melodic. Finally, note how the very extended scalic
sections, [33]-[42] and [59-66], dramatically decrease the information content of the

notes: we argue below that this contributes to the feeling of musical closure at these

points.

Between the two graphs, it is possible to isolate change points which correspond

with all of the significant points in our expert analysis above, and it is appropriate at
this point to recall that this analysis was produced independently from the graphs.
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The fact that not all of the points of interest are visible in the output of both models

underlines the need for a dynamic system here: not only do the feature selectors of
each model need to be dynamic (as they are) but also the combination of the two
models, if the system is to help in producing analyses such as this.

Nevertheless, we suggest that the outputs presented here demonstrate that our

model has clear potential not only to be used as a musicological tool but also to serve
as a concrete, quantifiable link between musicological analysis and music cognition.
We present further evidence for this claim below.

5.4. SEGMENTATION

In the score of Gradus, Glass marks only one boundary: that between Part I and

Part II. However, there are, in fact, three clear, large-scale boundaries in the piece,
arising in the music from the division of the piece into four sections, each of which

is a transformation of more arpeggiated passages like that at the start of the piece

(Figure 2) into extended scalic passages (Figure 3), the last having a sort of coda of
repeated notes.

The largest such boundary is predicted at bar [42], which is the first time this

kind of change has been encountered (Figures 3 and 9). Note that both entropy and

particularly information content have decreased significantly over the preceding bars,
and that the increase in both happens precisely on the first event of bar [42].

The second large boundary is predicted at bar [66], also marked by the composer
as the start of Part II. It is marked in Figures 9 and 10. This boundary is structurally

very similar to that at bar [42]; for this reason, i.e., because many of the structures

are shared, the relative changes associated with closure and the start of a new section
are less pronounced, though they are still incontrovertible in the graph.

The third large boundary is predicted at bar [83], which point is again between

some of the scalic passages to which Gradus sections tend and new, more arpeggiated
material (Figure 6).

We must now explain, therefore, why we are not predicting large boundaries at,
for example, bars [58], [87] or [94]. At bar [58], the "valley" in information content

is not matched by one in entropy. Therefore, closure as we model it above has not
been achieved, so this is not a candidate boundary. At bars [87] and [94], the

"valleys" are quantifiably smaller than at our proposed boundary points, but also the

gradients of the graphs to the right of the minima are substantially (about a factor of
2) smaller, and, by a similar factor, less sustained.

As a final piece of evidence for our "closure" interpretation, note how both

measures significantly decrease towards the end of the piece.
We suggest that this discussion demonstrates that our model is capable of finding

large-scale boundary points in Gradus. However, this might still be an ad hoc result,

arising from relationships between our model and the structure of this particular

piece. Next, we generalise the result to another work, whose structure is musically
quite different, to refute this possibility.
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6. PHIliP GLASS' Two PAGES

6.1. INTRODUCTION

! _ F" x14

~~LF~E£1~

J~ ~ x16

~~tE1~~

Figure 11,

Incipit of Two Pages (Glass, 1969),

Two Pages, written only a year after Gradus, is a very different piece of music; an
incipit excerpt is given in Figure 11. The two pieces share significant surface
properties - they are both isochronous, monodic and clearly minimalist - and
deeper musical properties, in particular-subtle tonal/modal manipulation; Two Pages
operates in a C-minor modality (Potter, 2000). However, Two Pages is strictly
systematic. Its system of additive and subtractive process is explicit in the score,
either as repetitions of given figures (see Figure 11), or as specifications of figures
which change in time (see Figure 12).

[illto@] increase to, 20

Figure 12.

The specification of a changing figure from Two Pages (Glass, 1969). The figure gets longer by

three notes each time it is played, until the central section is 60 notes long,

Although the scalic sequences of Two Pages do convey tonal implications, the
behaviour of our LTM model in the piece is much less interesting than that of the
STM model, because Two Pages is even less traditionally tonal-melodic than Gradus.
We focus here on the STM only. For evaluation, we need a structural standard with
which to compare, and we have three: one by the composer, in the form of (musical)
figure and section boundaries and two others by York (1981) and Potter (2000). We
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now consider the information dynamics of the combined learning model as it

simulates listening to Two Pages in terms of these structural boundaries and of the
(musical) figures in the piece.

6.2. INFORMATION DYNAMICS

The best-performing feature set for the STM in Two Pages contained only the feature

Interval ® ScaleDegree, indicating that tonal function is very important in the piece.
The selection of just one feature, compared with five in the Gradus study, is probably
a result of Glass' insistence on exploring the additive processes in this composition

using an unrelentingly minimal structure set; the result adds objective weight to our
claim that analyses based primarily, if not exclusively, on pitch are appropriate here.
The mean information content obtained using this feature, 0.36 bits per event, is

much lower than that obtained for Gradus, reflecting both the more constrained

materials (5 distinct pitches and 10 distinct intervals as opposed to 11 and 32

respectively in Gradus) and the more strictly repetitive structure of the piece. So, as
we predict above, in these pieces, mean information content does decrease with

increasingly systematic composition.

Figure 13 shows event-wise information content and entropy of the STM while
simulating listening to Two Pages. As before, the graph is smoothed with a sliding

window to assist visualisation; the same artefacts arise and are significant here: a
sharp change in graph gradient denotes a step change in local data, and we are
interested in the times of these change points.

The vertical lines, as before, denote the boundaries between the musical figures

of which the piece is constructed. In Gradus, these were all of the same length

(32 quavers); in Two Pages, they are ofvariable lengths, so in the graph the x-distance
between the lines varies. The bolder vertical lines denote the Part boundaries as

annotated in the score by the composer; their numbers are shown on the graph. The

smoothing window is 64 quavers wide, as in the Gradus graphs.
Globally, we immediately see that the vast majority of figure boundaries coincide

with a change in direction of both ofour measures. Because of the nature of the music,

we would expect the measures trivially to coincide with change, but not necessarily a
large change each time; so there seems to be a suggestion that something both musically

and information-theoretically stronger than just arbitrary addition of symbols is

happening here. What is most striking from the graph, and rather harder to explain
in musical terms, is the very large increase in both measures at the start of each of the

composer's marked Parts (with the exception of Part IV; where there is a delay ofone

figure; we return to this below). These changes are hard to explain because the changes

in the music that produce them are apparently very small, and not apparently very
different in kind from the changes that take place at the other weaker boundaries in the

piece; in both information-theoretic and music-analytic terms, however, they are very

significant. This suggests that our model is accurately predicting (using exactly the same
rules as for Gradus) the segmentation proposed by both the composer and two analysts
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for four out of five part boundaries (I-III, V), and suggests interesting future detailed
work on the nature of these changes and what musical effects they have.

The Part IV boundary requires further consideration because the large detected
change, which, we claim, marks this Part boundary is apparently one figure late,
according to the composer's marking. To understand why this is, we need to resort
to the score fragment shown in Figure 14.

eo £
Part N CGlasSIPotter) Part IV (Yortdmodel)

I I Ix20 I I IXl 9 I I I Ix9r 'F r r r II r r r r r II r r r r 'F r r 'F
-J. I x20\3 Jrrl'rJrr J r

Figure 14.

The transition to Part IV of Two Pages.

The figure shows the alternatives for the start of Part IV, marked (a) and (b). In
Potter's (2000) analysis, which was made from the manuscript score of the composer,
the Part IV boundary at (a) is assumed to be a priori given; indeed, in that score, Glass
goes into uncharacteristic detail about the compositional method, marking some of
the notes as a "tag", which seems to mean the marker at the end of a repeated sequence.
However, comparison with the preceding (musical) figure, shown in Figure 14,
demonstrates that, notwithstanding the means of construction, point (a) is in fact in
the middle of another figure which is structurally congruent - the only difference
is the number of repetitions. Furthermore, point (b) marks the beginning of a (musical)

figure which is substantively different from the two preceding ones. This, we argue,
is the perceptual Part IV, rather than the annotated compositional one at point (a).

Support for our claim comes from York's (1981) analysis of Two Pageswhich was
made from the analyst's own transcription of an audio recording, and without sight
of Glass' manuscript score. York analyses the piece in the same way as our system,
placing the Part boundary at point (b) in Figure 14, and viewing the two (musical)
figures immediately before point (b) as different parameterisations of the same
structure. In this way, we suggest, our system (along with York) has more accurately
captured the music as heard than the alternative analysis based on (or perhaps
obscured by) the inaudible compositional method; we might even suggest, on the
basis of Bernard's (1996) description of the minimalist aesthetic (see "Introduction"),
that its section marking is more "correct" than that of the composer.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented evidence for a relationship between two objective measures of the
information dynamics of musical works, as analysed by a computer model of human
pitch perception, and points of varying structural importance in the music as
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analysed by expert music analysts, We have identified various ways in which such a

relationship might be refuted, and failed to do so.
We have given a novel, detailed analysis ofone piece, and shown how it corresponds

with the information dynamics of the music as computed by the model, and we have
shown that this connection generalises, at least to music in a similar style by the same
composer. We will attempt to demonstrate further generalisation elsewhere.

In taking this approach, we have demonstrated a promising method for the
computational and cognitive study of music: rather than taking musical stimuli and
artificially simplifying them to make their study tractable, we have sought and found
music which is relatively amenable to the kind of treatment of which our system is
capable. This enables a more ecologically-valid approach than is common in music
cognitive research and therefore, in principle, more ecologically-valid results. However,
more work is needed before this latter claim can be fully justified in practice.

At a more general level, we suggest that this research provides further evidence
that dynamic information-theoretic modelling of musical listening is a worthwhile
approach to the study of music cognition and also has the potential to be a powerful
tool to increase objectivity in data-based music analysis. Our immediate future work
will seek to refine the current models with further data, to extend our coverage to

more minimalist and other music, and to study the relationship between the
predictions of our model and human brain function.
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• En busca de una mayor objetividad en la teoria de la muslca :
anallsls de la informacion dlnamica de la muslca minimalista

Presentamos la evidencia de una relaci6n entre dos mediciones objetivas de la

informaci6n de la dinamica de la rnuslca y los puntos de importancia estructural,

cuando son analizados por expertos. Nuestra aproximaci6n esta motivada por su

validaci6n ecol6gica : en lugar de tomar los estfmulos musicales y simplificarlos

artificialmente para hacer su estudio manejable, hemos visto y encontrado musica

que es apropiada para nuestro estudio. Ofrecemos un nuevo y detallado analisisde

una pieza, Gradus, de Glass, y mostramos c6mo los anallsls se corresponden con la

informaci6n de la dinarnica de la pieza cuando es escuchada. Paramostrar que esta

correspondencia se puede generalizar, al menos, para rnusica de estilo similar del

mismo compositor, continuamos con el analisis de una nueva obra de Glass, Two

Pages. Sugerimos que esta investigaci6n proporciona la evidencia de que el trabajo

sobre la informaci6n de dinarnica es una valiosa aproximaci6n para el estudio

cognitivo de la rnusicay tambien tiene potencial para ser una poderosa herramienta

que incremente la objetividad de los analisls musicales basados en la obtenci6n de

datos.

• Verso una maggiore oggettivita. nella teoria musicale:
I'analisi dinamico-informativa della musica minimalista

Presentiamo la prova di una relazione fra due misure oggettive della dinamica

informativa della musica ed i punti d'importanza strutturale della musica stessa

secondo Ie analisi di umani esperti. II nostro approccio e motivato da una validita

ecologica: piuttosto che prendere degli stimoli musicali e semplificarli artificialmente

per rendere praticabile iI loro studio, abbiamo cercato e trovato una musica

appropriata al nostro studio. Forniamo una nuova e dettagliata analisi di un brano,

Gradus di Philip Glass, e mostriamo come I'analisi corrisponda alia dinamica

informativa del brano al suo ascolto. Per mostrare come questa corrispondenza sia

generalizzabile, perlomeno per musiche stilisticamente simili della stesso compositore,

procediamo con I'analizzare Two Pages di Glass. Sosteniamo che questa ricerca

fornisca un'ulteriore prova di come la modellizzazione dinamico-informativa sia un

approccio valido allo studio della cognizione musicale, e sia anche potenzialmente

un efficace strumento per incrementare l'obiettivita nell'analisi musicale fondata sui

dati.

• Vers davantage d'objectlvlte dans la theorle de la musique :
analyse de la musique minimaliste par I'information dynamique

Nous presentons des resultats montrant Ie rapport entre deux mesures objectives

de I'information dynamique sur la musique, et les moments d'importance structurelle

de cette musique telle qu'elle est analyses par des experts humains. Notre methode

vise une validite ecologique : au lieu de prendre des stimuli musicaux et de les
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simplifier artificiellement pour pouvoir les etudier, nous avons recherche - et

trouve - une musique adaptee a notre etude. Nous presentons une analyse

novatrice et detalllee d'une piece, Gradus de Glass et nous montrons comment

I'analyse correspond a I'information dynamique sur la piece telle qu'elle est

entendue. Pour montrer que cette correspondancepeut etre generalisee, du moins

dans Ie casde musiquesdu rnerne style de ce compositeur, nous avons analyseTwo

Pages de Glass. Nous pensonsque cette recherche montre que cette modellsation

par I'information dynamique est une approche utile pour l'etude de la cognition de

la musique et peut aussi etre un outil puissant pour arnellorer l'objectivite de

I'analyse musicale fondee sur les donnees.

• Ein Beitrag zu einer objektiveren Musiktheorie :
eine informationsdynamische Analyse der Minimal Music

Wir prasentieren Belege fOr eine Beziehung zwischen zwei objektiven MaBen der

Informationsdynamik von Musik und strukturell wichtigen Momenten der Musik,

wie sie von menschlichen Experten analysiert wurden. Unsere Herangehensweise

wurde durch okologische Validitat motiviert: Anstatt musikalische Stimuli zu

verwenden und sie kunstllch zu vereinfachen um die Studie einfach und

nachvollziehbar zu gestalten, suchten und fanden wir geeignete Musik fOr unsere

Studie. Wir bieten eine neue, detaillierte Analyse eines Stacks, Glass' Gradus, und

zeigen, wie die Analyse mit der Informationsdynamik des gehorten Stacks

korrespondiert. Um Generalisierungen dieser Korrespondenz zu zeigen, zumindest

bei Musik ahnlichen Stils des gleichen Komponisten, analysierten wir ferner Glass'

Two Pages. Wir sind der Meinung, dass diese Forschung die Nutzlichkeit von

informationsdynamischen Modellierungen in musikalischen Kognitionsstudien

weiter belegt und aufserdem potentiell eine gute Methode ist, um die Objektivitat

von datenbasierten Musikanalysen zu erhohen.
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